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Wisconsin virus tracking

- New infections per mm and Active hospitalizations per mm
- Daily deaths
- Current hospitalizations and daily infections
- Positive tests/total tests and Total daily tests (000's)
- % of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity
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Connecticut virus tracking

Current hospitalizations and daily infections

Daily deaths
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Connecticut virus tracking

Positive tests/total tests

Total daily tests (000’s)
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Connecticut virus tracking

% of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity
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Connecticut virus tracking

Daily infections

Testing rate
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Alabama virus tracking

New infections per mm vs Active hospitalizations per mm
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Daily deaths vs Daily deaths % of current hosp
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Positive tests/total tests vs Total daily tests (000's)
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% of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity

Oklahoma virus tracking

New infections per mm
Active hospitalizations per mm
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Oklahoma virus tracking

Current hospitalizations and daily infections

Daily deaths
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Oklahoma virus tracking

Positive tests/total tests

Total daily tests (000's)
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% of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity
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New Mexico virus tracking

- New infections per mm
- Active hospitalizations per mm
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New Mexico virus tracking

- Daily deaths % of current hosp
- Current hosp % of daily infections
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New Mexico virus tracking

- Positive tests/total tests
- Total daily tests (000's)
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New Mexico virus tracking

- % of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity
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Montana virus tracking

New infections per mm vs. Active hospitalizations per mm
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Montana virus tracking

Current hospitalizations and daily infections vs. Daily deaths
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Montana virus tracking

Positive tests/total tests vs. Total daily tests (000's)
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Montana virus tracking

% of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity
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Montana virus tracking

New daily infections per mm vs. Percentage
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Montana virus tracking

Daily infections vs. Testing rate
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Wyoming virus tracking
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**Vermont virus tracking**

- **New infections per mm**
- **Active hospitalizations per mm**
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**Vermont virus tracking**

- **Daily deaths per mm**
- **Case fatality rate, infections lagged 18 days**
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**Vermont virus tracking**

- **Current hospitalizations and daily infections**
- **Daily deaths**
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**Vermont virus tracking**

- **Positive tests/total tests**
- **Total daily tests (000's)**
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**Vermont virus tracking**

- **% of ICU patients in hospitals with indicated ICU capacity**
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